Paper Fortune Teller Activity Sheet!

1. Start by folding in half, corner to corner, repeat with the opposite corners. Unfold flat and turn over so the blank side is towards you.
2. Fold corners to the centre
3. Turn over so the corners are underneath
4. Fold each corner to the centre
5. Fold in half
6. Slide fingers under the laps
7. Start your game by picking a colour...

Cut out the square and follow the instructions for how to fold.

Singing voices ready!

Get everyone in a line, whoever is at the back, leaps first!

Bounce the balloon in the air, make sure everyone has a turn!

Play catch until someone drops the ball!

Set your timer and have a 5 minute game.

Play Tag with each other.

Each person takes their turn to find favourite act out your book. Why not?

In all 6

Sing a song. The first person to guess it wins!

Leap frog!

Draw your grid with chalk or masking tape each square is a turn. Why not?

One person hides, one person finds them.

5 Minute School!

Game of Tag!
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